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Family disputes and relationship pathologies can undo a thriving family business

In the early 1900s, an ambitious young Italian man set up a small

shop in Florence selling leather goods. Business boomed, and new

branches opened. But, within a century, the company established

by Guccio Gucci was in ruins. His children and grandchildren had

fought and schemed against one another and squandered his

fortune. The Bnal act of this tragedy came in 1995, when

Maurizio Gucci was murdered by a hitman. His ex-wife Patrizia

was found guilty of plotting the murder, after Maurizio

disinherited her from the business. Today, the Gucci family no

longer runs the Brm; only their name survives.

This story might seem like something from the pages of a Blm

script. However, with the exception of its deadly climax, it is an

all-too-common tale of a family business. Despite their

comparative advantages the majority of family Brms quickly end

in failure. According to Prof. John L. Ward, a specialist in family

enterprise, nearly 70% of family businesses fail during their

second generation, and by the third generation only 17% remain.

Why do Bve out of every six family Brms experience this fate?

The answer lies in the dark side of their relationships. Close-knit

ties that bolster trust, reputation and emotional investment can

also destroy a company. Business decisions aVect family members,

often inequitably, producing winners and losers. And family

events such as divorce and remarriage can signiBcantly impact

the business, dividing assets or reorienting culture. Gucci is a



tragic example of how far those consequences can reach.

As Nigel Nicholson of London Business School notes, there are

many other notable cases of family disputes, or ‘gene politics’,

taking companies to the brink of destruction. Ford Motors nearly

folded when patriarchal founder Henry Ford refused to transfer

power to his competent grandson Henry Jr. Clinging onto his

business until the age of 82, Henry Sr. only relinquished control

following an ultimatum from his shareholding daughter-in-law,

Eleanor.

Founders like Henry Ford are as crucial in failure as they are in

success. Charismatic visionaries and risk-taking entrepreneurs do

well while their Brms are small, agile and controllable. But

transition — such as appointing successors or scaling up —

demands greater accountability and professionalism, challenging



a founder’s power. As management specialist Isabelle Le Breton-

Miller argues, the ability to adapt to this new context is crucial.

And at such crisis points, pathological traits can emerge.

Risk-taking, deal-making and competitive spirit all have a dark

side. Psychologists Paul Babiak and Robert Hare use the term

‘corporate psychopath’ to describe individuals with the

combination of charm and manipulation that many business

leaders possess. They found that around 4% of US executives in a

sample met clinical criteria for being psychopaths — a rate four

times higher than the rest of the population. ‘Dark’ personality

traits can be adaptive in business — they correlate with resilience,

determination, and superior deal outcomes. But when a founder

or other key family members are challenged in transition, toxic

traits can surface and wreak havoc on companies.



Gucci is an extreme and tragic example of how far family business disputes can go

Similarly, a founder’s relationships with his or her spouse,

children and siblings all have the potential to poison a family Brm.

Warning signs can be found in issues of attachment: are family

ties characterised by nurturing or suspicion? Favouritism or

rejection? Co-existence or coercion? Founders who are unable to

separate destructive personal emotions from logical decisions

may be psychologically ‘enmeshed’ — their identity inseparable

from their business.

Even after departure, founders are often present. JeVrey

Sonnenfeld of Yale’s management school mapped a typology of

founders’ ‘shadows’ over their Brms. Interviewing Bfty retired

CEOs, he found retirement approaches ranging from benign (the

goodwill ambassador) to downright hostile (the exiled ‘general’

plotting a coup).

Understanding key personalities and relationships in the context

of family business is therefore crucial to measuring risk. Assessing

family culture and pathology is part of due diligence for investors.

Yet is it usually ignored in favour of simpler performance metrics.

And even armed with this knowledge, intervention is a challenge

all of its own.

Click here to read about managing transition in family Brms.

Click here to read about success of family Brms.
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More background reading on family businesses can be found

here.
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